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Problem Statement
● This paper refers to/builds onto the paper which I used as inspiration for my API project [1]

● Streaming services still struggle with automatically classifying their large music repositories.[1]

● Classification of songs by emotion
○ ‘What emotion is felt by the listener’



The Latin Music Mood Database
● LMMD [2] contains 3,139 audio clips

○ 2,282 unique songs after pre-processing

● ‘Ethnic Lyrics Fetcher tool’ is used to retrieve the lyrics for LMMD

● Emotion labels based on Watson’s model [3]
○ Mapping to Russell’s model [4]



The Latin Music Mood Database

Watson’s Russell’s



Data Imbalance
● May lead to loss of accuracy on minority classes

● SMOTE was used to oversample the minority classes
○ Creating synthetic data points based on existing ones 
○ Synthetic data points based on features

● Oversampled Result:



Feature Extraction
- Stylistic Features: word counts, lines and special 
characters
- TF-IDF with Latent Semantic Analysis reduction
- D2V: Word embeddings as features 

- Robust Local Binary Pattern: Time-frequency 
                                                                                spectogram image as input, textural embedded features 

as output                                                                                      
- Basic Acoustic: Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient, 
Rolloff, spectral centroid, flux and zerocrossings.
- Statistical Spectrum Descriptor, RP and RH: 

   Directly taken from audio, rhythm fluctuations features



Approach 1: Single-step Classification
● Classify each song with SVM into one of six (Watson’s) emotions + map it onto Russell’s model.

● Unimodal feature groups: Combined features from the same information source (lyrics/audio)
○ e.g.: Stylistic features + TF-IDF 

● Multimodal feature groups: Combines best lyrical unimodal group with each audio feature set
○ e.g.: RLBP + (Stylistic features + TF-IDF)
○ Introduce another audio feature set and assess performance





Approach 2: Multi-step Classification
● Use prediction of the best valence/arousal Single-step Q classifiers to:

○ Classify corresponding quadrant

● Use valence/arousal/quadrant predictions as features to classify emotions

● The best emotion feature set: feature set from Single-step Q with the best performance.





Results Single-step Q



Results Multi-step Q



Conclusion
● Novel contribution of Emotion Recognition in Spanish/Portuguese context

● State of the art lyrical/audio feature set combinations

● Extremely detailed experiment/results section

● Relatively superior performance to related work
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